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General Overview 
 
The Streamline E-Commerce module is a powerful and robust application that seamlessly delivers data between Visual 
Streamline and the Visual Streamline client’s website.  It is available as a separate module that will bring many added 
benefits to the existing Streamline application.  Streamline E-Commerce is explained in detail in the White Paper for 
Streamline E-Commerce. 
 
This white paper is intended to address the means and methods of administering the E-Commerce Product 
Categorization module. 
NOTE:  This functionality is only available if the E-Commerce sub-module CAT (Product Categorization) has been 
purchased. 
 
 
The Streamline E-commerce product categorization module will allow unlimited product categories and relationships to be 
created for the e-commerce platform, creating a more cosmetically appealing and user-friendly shopping experience for 
the web users. 
 
Categorization is accomplished through the creation of categories and the creation of a hierarchy of category relationships 
which will allow the web user to drill into successive sub-levels of categories until presented  with a manageable list of 
products from which to order. 
It is important to note that categories are only linked to products… not to web users.  Web users will only see categories 
that are linked to products to which they have been granted access.  
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Setup in Visual Streamline ................................................. E-Commerce Master Files 
E-Commerce Categories 
 
Clicking on the Categories Maintenance option from the menu will launch the program from which these E-Commerce 
categories can be created and/or modified. 
Originally, this menu option was only available from the Streamline E-Commerce > Master Files… menu and, as such, 
was only accessible to users with user right RTWS (Right to Streamline E-Commerce).  But, when this menu option was 
moved to Inventory > Inventory Master Files… menu, it became necessary to assign an unique user right to Categories 
Maintenance.  Users require user right RTECATEG (Right to E-Commerce Categorization) in order to maintain categories 
and/or category relationships. 
 
Initially this program will display (as 
shown in the screenshot on the 
right), in Category Code sequence, a 
table of all Categories currently on 
file. 
 
Upon the initial set up no 
relationships or associated product 
lists are created.  Both of these 
functions are described later in this 
document. 
 
 
 
There are some important things that must be understood about categories: 
� there is no limit to the number of categories or the depth to which categories can be nested; 
� categories must be identified as one of the following three possible types: 

� Master Index, of which there can only be one and which is, by default, the top of the hierarchy; 
� Parent Category, which will have at least one category above it in the hierarchy and can only have other 

categories (not products) as its children; 
� Final Category, will represent the final category in a hierarchy and can only have products as its children; 

 
Since relationships cannot be maintained while maintaining categories, and categories cannot be maintained 
while maintaining relationships, it is crucial that you have a plan before you start. 
 
For purposes of this document, we are going to be setting up a category hierarchy for Television and Home Theatre 
Systems, which will include Blu-ray, DVD Players, Video Recorders, Digital Satellite, Digital Cable, IPTV, Home Audio & 
Speaker Systems, Home Theatre Accessories, Media Streaming, Projectors & Accessories, Stands & Mounts and 
Televisions. 
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Setup in Visual Streamline ................................................. E-Commerce Master Files 
E-Commerce Categories… continued 
 
To create or modify a Category record, click on the NEW or MODIFY button from the screenshot shown on the previous 
page.  The system will then display a screen, similar to the one shown in the screenshot below, that will enable you to 
enter or edit information for your Category record. 
The category shown here has been identified as the Master Index. 
 
The information required in a Category 
record is as follows:  
Category Code  This field uniquely 

identifies the category. 
Type This field contains the category 

type: Master; Parent; or Final. 
Numerical Sort Index  The presence of a 

value in this field will over-ride the 
default alphabetic sort by category 
code. 

Children per Page  this number will be 
used to determine how many sub-
category images are to be 
displayed on the e-commerce 
page for the category code 

Effective Dates  These fields allows for 
seasonal categories to be 
identified and only displayed in E-Commerce when appropriate. 

Category Description  This field contains a description of the category.  This is the key description that will appear in E-
Commerce and will serve as the web user’s means of drilling to the desired products.  This field will accept HTML 
enabled text or regular text (for some examples of HTML enabled text, see the HTML Text Formatting section of 
this document). 

Image File  This field contains the name and location of the image file that represents the category.  This is the image that 
will appear in E-Commerce.  Any image will work… The ideal size is 320 X 300 pixels, and images of proportions 
similar to that work best. 

Category Narrative  This field contains a lengthy narrative of the category.  This will appear when this category is the 
current major category on the Products page in E-Commerce.  This field will accept HTML enabled text or regular 
text (for some examples of HTML enabled text, see the HTML Text Formatting section of this document). 
NOTE: The Category Narrative in the screenshot above contains some HTML enabled text.  The resultant display 
can be seen in the screenshot on page 8 of this document. 
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Setup in Visual Streamline ................................................. E-Commerce Master Files 
E-Commerce Categories… continued 
 
The screenshots shown below are to support the E-Commerce screenshots shown later in this document. 
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Setup in Visual Streamline ................................................. E-Commerce Master Files 
E-Commerce Category Relationships 
 
A hierarchy of category relationships must be created and maintained in Visual Streamline and this is done through the 
program accessed via Streamline E-Commerce > Master Files… > E-Commerce Categorization… > Category 
Relationships. 
Originally, this menu option was only available from the Streamline E-Commerce > Master Files… menu and, as such, 
was only accessible to users with user right RTWS (Right to Streamline E-Commerce).  But, when this menu option was 
moved to Inventory > Inventory Master Files… menu, it became necessary to assign an unique user right to Categories 
Maintenance.  Users require user right RTECAG (Right to E-Commerce Categorization) in order to maintain categories 
and/or category relationships. 
 
The initial browse screen for maintaining these relationships will be split such that the left side is a standard tree 
representation of the category hierarchy structure while the right side shows the children of whichever category in the tree 
that the user is currently parked. (see screenshot below right). 
 
The right portion of the screen will 
be populated as follows: 
� with category codes and 

descriptions, when the user is 
parked in the tree on a 
category which has been 
identified as a parent category 
(as shown); 

� with products and descriptions 
when the user is parked in the 
tree on a category which has 
been identified as a final 
category. 

 
This screenshot shows the sub-
categories currently linked to the 
category identified as the Master 
Index. 
 
 
There is currently no ability to cut, copy or paste entire sub-tree structures within this program,  nor is there the ability to 
create or modify category codes from within this program, so it is very important to create and properly classify your 
category codes and know the tree structure before attempting to build it here. 
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Setup in Visual Streamline ................................................. E-Commerce Master Files 
E-Commerce Category Relationships… continued 
 
To maintain and/or create child relationships within a category, the user must navigate to the category whose children are 
to be modified, expanding and/or collapsing categories as required.  Once the user is parked on the category whose 
children are to be modified, pressing the Modify button will launch a screen for maintaining children within that category. 
 
In the screenshot below left, the user has navigated to the Televisions category, then clicked the Modify button in order to 
maintain the children of the Televisions category (see screenshot below right). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Child categories can be added via the New button or deleted via the Delete button. 
Logic is in place to prevent circular references.(making a category a child (or grand-child) of itself). 
Because the Televisions category was defined as a Parent Category, it can only have other categories as its children.  On 
the next page, there is an example of relationship maintenance of a final category. 
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Setup in Visual Streamline ................................................. E-Commerce Master Files 
E-Commerce Category Relationships… continued 
 
The following is an example of relationship maintenance of a final category. 
 
In the screenshot below left, the user has navigated to the Combo TVs category, then clicked the Modify button in order to 
link the children products (see screenshot below right). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Child products can be added via the New button or deleted via the Delete button. 
Entire product lines can be added.  Specific products from within these product lines can be excluded. 
Because the Combo TVs  category was defined as a Final Category, it can only have products as its children.  On the 
previous page, there is an example of relationship maintenance of a parent category. 
 
Because products are actually linked to the category rather than the tree, final categories can reside in multiple locations 
in the tree without having to re-assign their products. 
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Using Streamline E-Commerce ............................................................. Products Page 
Navigating 
 
Once category relationships have been maintained as described in the preceding pages, E-Commerce will launch with the 
Products page displaying the category identified as the Master Index. 
 

 
 
Key areas are marked and numbered. 
See the next page for further explanation. 
 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 8 

7 
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Using Streamline E-Commerce Products Page 
Navigating… continued 
 
These are the key areas of interest: 
1. Current Category Selection Textbox: This area contains the current category and a product count. 
2. Subcategories Link List View: This area contains a scrollable (if necessary) list of all sub-categories and product 

counts for the current category.  Each item in the list is linkable for easy navigation forward. 
3. Navigation History Path Link List: This area contains the full path to the current category.  Each category in the list 

contains the product count and is linkable to quickly navigate to a previous category. 
4. Current Category Details Panel: This area contains detailed narrative and an image of the current category.  Note 

that the HTML text that was entered in the Category narrative (see page 3) has been processed here (for some 
examples of HTML enabled text, see the HTML Text Formatting section of this document). 

5. Child View Mode Button: Once the user navigates to a final category, its products are automatically displayed in the 
bottom grid.  This button allows the user to view all products that are linked to any and all sub-categories of the 
current category. 

6. Subcategories Icon List View Panel – Page Identifier:  The current category may contain multiple sub-categories.  
The area will only display as many as are defined by the No of Children parameter entered in the Category 
master for the current category.  This area identifies the total number of sub-categories and which subset of that 
total is currently displayed. 

7. Subcategory Icon: This panel contains a linkable image and linkable description for navigating forward to any given 
sub-category. 

8. Subcategories Icon List View Panel – Data Pager: If the current category contains more sub-categories than the 
No of Children parameter, this section allows the user to navigate between the multiple pages of sub-category 
icons. 

9. Browse Mode Dropdown List:  This dropdown list allows the user to forego c ategories and shop from a complete 
list of all products to which they have access. 

10. Search String Field:  This field allows the user to enter a search-string and E-Commerce will search and display any 
found products.  E-Commerce will honour the webuser’s default search fields and options, as set up in 
Streamline.  NOTE: If the webuser changes the Advanced settings in Product view and switches back to Category 
view, these new settings will NOT be honoured (the system will honour the default settings). 
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Using Streamline E-Commerce Products Page 
Navigating… continued 
 
From the Master Index, drilling into Television and Home Theatre, then Televisions, will result in a page similar to the one 
shown below. 
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Using Streamline E-Commerce ............................................................. Products Page 
Navigating… continued 
 
Drilling into a category that has been set up in Visual Streamline as a final category will present a products grid from 
which the end user can now shop.  The information contained in this grid is determined by the web user’sProduct Page 
settings  (these are explained in detail in the White Paper for E-Commerce in the E-Commerce Default Controls section). 
 
From the previous screen, drilling into the Combo TVs category, will present a products list as shown below. 
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Using Streamline E-Commerce ............................................................. Products Page 
Changing the View 
 
If you are not yet at a final category, it is possible at any time to view all products beneath your current category by 
clicking the Child View Mode Button in the top right hand corner. 
 
Clicking it when it says View Products will present a products list in the lower panel (as shown in the screenshot below).   
Clicking it when it says View Categories will present a sub categories icon list in the lower panel. 
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Using Streamline E-Commerce ............................................................. Products Page 
Changing the View… continued 
 
If you do not want to see categories at all, then access the Browse Mode Dropdown List and change it to Product (as 
shown in the screenshot below).  This Products Page and all its functionality is explained in great detail in the White Paper 
for E-Commerce in the Using Streamline E-Commerce, Products Page section. 
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HTML Text Formatting 
 
Shown below are some same HTML text formatting examples. 
The <p>…<//p> tags were used to ensure that each formatting example creates a new paragraph. 
 
<p><b>This text is bolded.</b><//p> 
<p><i>This text is italicized.</i><//p> 
<p><u>This text is underlined.</u><//p> 
<p><s>This text is struck-through.</s><//p> 
<p><tt>This text is teletype.</tt><//p> 
<p><small>This text is small.</small><//p> 
<p>This text contains <sup>superscript</sup> and <sub>subscript</sub>.<//p> 
<p><b><i>This text is bolded and italicized.</i></b><//p> 
<p><font color=”green”>This text is green.</font><//p> 
<p><font face=”Times New Roman”>This text will be displayed in the Times New Roman font.</font><//p> 
<p><font size=”1”>This text will be displayed in the smallest font supported by HTML.</font><//p> 
<p><font size=”6”>This text will be displayed in the largest font supported by HTML.</font><//p> 
 
 
The HTML text above was put into a category description.  The result is shown below. 

 


